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Thanks, Sean. A: You can try these steps: Backup your
files (you may want to move them somewhere safe)
Download Imagemagic Pro from their site - link Download
a Linux operating system - link Install Linux and
download the ImageMagick installer Run the installer and
choose a folder for installation - let's say
/home/user/Linux/ImageMagick (in Windows it would be
\ImageMagick\) and then run the install - let's say it will
take a while (it may take more time, depending on your
internet speed etc) Unzip the file to the folder that you
selected (by default it will open in Windows explorer) - in
that folder you'll see a folder named -unix and if you run
the unzip command you should see - UNIXIMAGICK.zip
Open the command prompt window in the folder that you
just unzipped and run the following command: unzip -qq
UNIXIMAGICK.zip -d \ImageMagick After that, you should
see a folder named ImageMagick-6.6.3. When it finished
download and extract it - let's say it will take a while Run
the install (as you did in step 4 and choose a location to
install it - in that folder you'd have \ImageMagick\) and
then run the install - let's say it will take a while (it may
take more time, depending on your internet speed etc)
Unzip the file to the folder that you selected (by default it
will open in Windows explorer) - in that folder you'll see a
folder named -unix and if you run the unzip command
you should see - UNIXIMAGICK.zip Open the command
prompt window in the folder that you just unzipped and
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run the following command: unzip -qq UNIXIMAGICK.zip
-d \ImageMagick (notice the \ImageMagick) Now, you can
run the
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Gerrard which was then finished superbly by Fernando
Torres. That was it. The Chelsea players ran straight to
the referee and Liverpool went back to their dressing
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score 0cc13bf012
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